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Abstract. A method of meson detection similar to that of Rasetti, Alvarez, 

and Steinberger-Bishop: has been developed using the n+ decay for identification. 

The pulses caused by a rr+ meson passing through one transtilbene crystal 

and stopping in a second opens a gate of width o.os ~sec. which is delayed 0.025 

IJ.Sec. If the 1-L+ pulse arising from the decay of the stopped rr+ ·appears during 

the time the gate is open, the meson is counted. The amplifiers and coincidence 

circuits are of a distributed type. The gate generator is a non-symmetrical 

~ .. . 

'' cathode coupled multivibrator using miniature tubes. A measurement. of the mean 

life of the n+ meson has been made by varying the gate delay and a value of 

2.54 ± 0.11 x 10-8 sec. has been obtained. 

*Whiting Fellow, University of Caiifornia 

t Now at Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 
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DETECTION. OF POSITIVE n MESONS BY n+ DECAX 

Mo Jakobsen, Ao Schulz, J o .steinberger 

December 21, 1950 

Introductiono Photons from the 322 Mev s~chrotron. at Berkeley striking a 2 ino 

polyethyle:ne cube provided a source .of n+ mesonso The previous electronic 

methods of meson detection1
s
2

g
3 make use of the ~+~~+ decay for identification 0 

Recent developments in electronics4
a
5 and scintillation counte~s have reduced 

resolving times of amplifiers and coincidence circuits from ~lo-7 seco to ~lo-8 

seco .~~.a time which is smaller than the half-lif.e of the n+ meson., making feasible 

n+ decay detection electronicallyo In o.rder to construct a n+ decay delayed. 

/ 

coincidence appa~atus· a circuit that would discriminate and make a gate of a few n+ 

ha~f-lives duration·with a rise time less than a half-life was needed to com-

plete the decayschemeo By taking a conventional cathode coupled multivibrator. 

making.it non-synunetrical .and reducing the time, constants responsible for slow 

rise time and,long pulse duration" a circuit meeting the requirements was ob-

tained0 

As a check that the_ particles identifi.ed by this method are mesons: (1) The 

energy of the photon beam was reduced below th_reshold for n+ production and no 

counts other than accidental background appear~do (2) The plateau for pulse 

2B (Figo 1) is long and flat 11 indicating the S13Jne ionization loss, as would 

occur for a 4 Mev tl-+ meson arising from decay of a stopp~d tr<fi mesono (3) Com-

bining n+ decay counting :nth the p. + meson decay scheme gi vas the expected num

ber of 'It+~ \-I-+~~+ coincidenceso 

Method of n+ Decay Identification0 Photomultiplier-pulses arising from a n• 

meson passing through one transtilbene crystal and stopping in a second are 

\ 
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amplified,by distributed amplifiers:4 of gain ,_;10 and fed into the distributed 

coincidence circuit .A ... 5 All cables used· are of type RG 63/U ·with Zc .-.- 125..n.. 

The output of the distributed coincidence circuit is delayed, amplified., and 

fed into a gate generator consisting of a non-symmetrical cathode coupled 

mul tivi bra tor., as shown in Figures 1., 2., The multi vi bra tor tubes are matched 

tubes with the 6AN5 selected for high Gmo The reason for this selection is 

that. the conducting 6AN5 must be in a reg-ion of high G to cut off rapidly when - m 

a negative pul.se is put. on the grid., • A 6AK5 is used as the non-conducting tube 

so that it will hold the 6AN5 off for only a short time., 

The gate rises in 0.,005 lJ.Sec. and lasts for 0.,08 tJ.Sec., By varying the 
\ 

grid return· of·.the 6AK5, the gate width can be changed. Below widths -of 0.,06 

··~sec .. the gate generator becomes· a .pulse broadener and loses its discrimination 

properties., 

Signals· 2B (Fig., 1) from the last dynode of the photomultiplier on the · 
r 

stopping crystal~ are mixed with the delayed gate in the distributed coincidence 

circuit B~ These· delayed coincidences 6 with a short delay, are composed of 

stopped n+ mesons whose decay tl-+'s appear during the time the gate is open; 

and of accidental delayed coincidences.. In order to obtain the accidental 

delayed coincidences, the gate is delayed to a region long compared to a 

n+ mean life., This method is valia as long as the duration of the beam is much 

longer than the gate plus delay times. The beam used was the synchrotron spread 

out beam which has a pulse duration of- ,-v 2000 \-1-sec., A small proportion of the 

delayed coincidences are neither due to the iJ."" mesons from decay6 or accidental, 

but are due to the ~+ or \X- mesons decaying to ~= and leaving more than 3 Mev 

in the c~stal. Hence a small constant background of 4 percent is always 

present.,· 
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As a check on meson identification6 the output of the n+ decay can be used 

to open another set of gates to make delayed coincidences with the posi trans · 

. arising from the decay of the \i + mesons., This scheme further reduces the back~ 

ground and also the efficiencyo Its use,fulness depends upon the probabiii ty of 

an accidental coincidence each time a gate of 2 1-1seco duration is opened to 

catc~ the positron from the \i+ meson decay. 

The plateaus obtained for lA and 2A pulses (Fig., 1) ·are of the same form 

as. reference 3. For 2B pulses a plateau was obtained· which is shown in Fig·. 3 0 

~· ; 

This is due to the fact that the \i+ mesons arising from the decay of the n• 

mesons at rest are·monoenergetic and have four Mev to lose in the CrYstal., 

Comparison of Detection Methods., The principal advantage of n+ decay detection 

is the reduction in accidental background., For no limitation imposed by elec

tronics the reduction would be essentially given by the ratio of the n+ mean 

life L mn• to the ·11~ mean lif~ l IT\J. {o ., 

.. • . • ! '•. 

'AcCidental ·background rr• d~cay .v L.mn+ 
Accidental ba.ckground 11+ decay ~ 

\...Il\L+ 

For the circuit described here8 this reduction is not realized 8 dueto the 

fact that no discriminato.rs ~t~ p~lse output of width 10=8 are available. 
~·i 

Hence~ _pulses lA and 2A are only discriminated in time 9 not individually in 

pulse height., The output. of the coincidence A is discriminated by the gate·. 

generator a In use 8 the background due to n+ decay is 1/10 of that d~e to ~+ 
< • t. 

i'. 

decay., Since the pul'se width out of this distributed amplifier is of the· 
.... ·· 

order of a rr•' half-life, the efficiency in time is about 0.35 (fraction of t-r+ 

mesons decaying when the gate is open)o For the 11+ decay electronics of .·· 

reference 4, the efficiency in time is 0.,7., Howeveri the positrons have an 
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energy spectrum, and due to the large number of lightly ionizing and low 
J 

energy particles around the synchrotron$ the positrons corresponding to the 

largest energy loss only must be selected. by discriminator setting~ Stnce the 

~·mesons are monoenergetic and have a short range, essentially all can be col-

lected, making the over-all efficiency of n+ decay comparable to that of the 

slower counting scheme., P1ateau operation is possible with n• decay, which 

aids in stability and in determination of the actual number of stopping mesons •. 

By actually counting n+ mesons instead of -~ + mesons, one does not ,need 
I 

to worry ,about ~- meson corrections or possible 1-.1. meson pair prod.~ctio:q.. Also 
. ·=-..... ...,. 

the scheme may be useful in detecting other decay products of the r/'meson, if 

any exists. 

Measurement of n+ Mean Life. In order to measure the n+ meU+J. life, the delay 

of the gate is made variable by the introduction of calibrated cables betwee~, 

coincidence circuit A and the gate generator. Length.s .. of RG 63/U cable were ') 

calibrated by feeding a short pulse, approximately 10i8 seconds in width, into 

a parallel circuit consisting of the delay cable and the vertical plates of a 

synchroscope. The end of the delay cable at the synchroscope is termirlated 

above the characteristic impedance; and the far e~d is left open, giving rise 
'l 

to positive reflections at either end and permitiing the use of second reflec-

tions. Signals reflected from the far end of the delay cable return and appear 

on the scope trace at a time later than the initial signal. The trace con-

taining the initial signal and the reflections was photographed. At intervals, 
' 

15 and 45 megacycle signals from a Hewlett-Packard ~'ignal generator.we.re also 

photographed. The 15 megacycle signal was calibrated directly against station 

W.WoVo and the 45 megacycle signal, used to calibrate the sweep time base over 

smaller intervals, was calibrated by the 15 megacycle signal. 
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Comparators wyre used to measure the separation of the. reflections,.. Fig. 4 

is a plot of. the time, of· signal transit against cable length for each of the 

cables. ~he points fall on a .straight line which· does ·not intercept the·· origin;. 

A ve],ocity of (0~812 ! O.Ol2)c was obtained. The length of the cable divided 

by the . .veloci, ty does not give the. delay because of en9. effects. in the connectors. 

( ~ As seen from the graph Fige 4L.:the end effect is of: the order of 10 . seconds • 

. The mean life data :was taken by varying the gate delay cyclically from short 

to long delay. Many cycles we.re traversed in obtaining the data. This was done 

to eliminate the effect of fluctuations in the beam, uncertainty in beam integra-

tion, anq possible drift in the detection gear. Since the length of ~he,gate is 

long compare~ to a mean life, data plotted directly from readings form essentially 

an integral ;curve. The. finite len!!ith ol' the gate does not need to be taken ini;o 

account, since .. this doe;; not effect the slope of the curve. 

A total of 5641 mesons was obtained with a background of 398 at each of 
I 

the seven delays.. Since this ba?kground occurs at each of the delays, it must 

be multiplied by the number of dele.ys to give the total background. This rel-

tively high background is due to operation at maximum beam levels. More beam 

time was allotted to the background delay because it is used at each point. The 

slope of the mean life curve (Fig. 5) was obtained by .least squares fitting. 9 

Weights were assigned to the points on the basis of the statistical error in 

counting and the estimated error in the delay measurements of the cables. 

For measuring the mean. life, the decay of n~ mesons in flight need not be 

considered, since we need only measure the life~imes of those which stop in the 

crystal. Calculations show that the effect on the measured n+ mean life of the 

decay of the ~+mesons into positrons may be neglectedo This is due to the ~act 

that only a small fraction of the posi trans occur at each delay; in addition, only 

about 30 percent or less of the positrons lose sufficient energy in the crystal 

to make a delayed coincidence,. 
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.The ;mean .li.fe obtained was. 'l = 2.,54 ! O.~Tl x~lo-'8 ·sec .. (.standard 
·m 

, deviation indicated). ·or a: haLf-.life .or L
1

; 2 = ·1 0 .76 ,!.o.,o8 x io-8 sec',. 

.'PeierlslO gives· .for the .stati.stical -error in a mean life counting experiment 

~ T~2 
where cr is a function of the number ·of mean 1.iv.es over which 

M 

. the co uriting takes plac·e · (tabulated in· Peierl' s articl-e).~~ and M is the n:i.nnber of 

. cO:unts. Thi:s yi·e1ds a 3 percent statistical erro·r; ·whi~ch~ when c-ombined with the 

·error irt cable delay measurement; gives the standard deviati·on .indicated above., 

Thb3 value is .in agreement with that of reference ·s but ·outside the .. standard 

··deviation ·of the values of reference 6 and 7., 

·· 'Th:anks are 'due Professor E. Mci1i1:1an arid Prof'es.sor :Oo Cha:rriberlain for 

·.·'suggestions and ·enbouragement.~~ to -Dr., Leininger for kindly providing the crys= 

tals 1 and the synchrotron crew for aid in carrying out the ·bombardments., 

This work was performed under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission.; 

Information.Division 
'scb/1-10.;.;51 
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Figure Captions. 

Block diagram of electronics 

Fig., 2 Circuit diagram of more unconventional electronics 
·., 

Fig .. 3 Pulse 2B plateau (pulse corresponding to :!1 + meson). Plot of delayed 
coincidence counting·rate·against the relative heightof a pulse 
required to make delayed coincidericeso Obtained by counting the 
number of delayed coincidences for different gain settings of 
amp 2Bo 

Figo 4 Plot of RG ·63/U cable delay (in 10-8 sec.,) against length of cable in 
meters., The result is a straight line that does not intercept 
the origino This indicates finite delay for no cable length 

';which is the result of the delay due to cable end connectors., 
Velocity obiained is (0.,812 ~ O.,l2)c~ 

Figo 5 The number of n+ mesons at each gate delay plotted against the gate 
delayo The number of n+ mesons is obtained by counting at each 
delay for the s·ame .tot13.l b.eam. and then subtracting from the shorter 
delays the number of delayed coincidences occurring at a long delay. ·! 

The gate delay time'is the time between i;he start ofa pulse 
. opening a gate and the start of the gate. 

f 
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